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From the perspective of intense and growing electoral 
competition

And

A media-saturated world that generates demands and 
expectations of access to information in real time. 
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BACKGROUND

The systematization or automatization of Electoral 
Processes has been present for a number of years, though 
oriented towards the generation of electoral registers and 
the the transmission and presentation of results. 

With the systematization of transmission and presentation 
important advances haver been achieved as regards the 
speed of publishing the results, a process which once took 
days but now takes hours due to the use of technology. 
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CURRENT SITUATION

In the contemporary world, an intense and growing 
electoral competition and a media-saturated world, which 
generates demands and expectations of access to real-time 
information, has led to a perceotuib that the advances 
achieved in the systematization of results transmission and 
presentation are not yet sufficient.  For example, not 
producing an adequate percentage of results after four 
hours, can lead to political and media pressure to classify 
the electoral process as a failure. 
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FACTORS

In an environment of intense and growing electoral competitiveness

Electoral competition is understood as the ordered and 
simultaenous action in which two or more poltiical parties present 
positions which allow them to compete for elected political offices 
for their candidates, all under certain guidelines and in conditions of 
liberty and equality (Martínez Silva).

To the extent in which more political parties exist, the conditions of 
compettivieness become even more complex. 
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FACTORS

Intense and growing electoral competitiveness

Conditions change with each electoral process, one of 
which is electoral competitiveness: every day there are 
more parties, more canddiates and more pressure for 
Electoral Organisms to have results that are both speedy 
and exact. 



FACTORS

In a media-saturated world that generates demands and 
expectations of access to information in real time. 

It is undeniable that the traditional media outlets of today, 
such as television, radio and print media, generate supply 
and demand for obtaining immediate information (in real 
time).

Electoral process are no exception to this trend, especially 
in terms of the presentation and divulgence of results. 
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FACTORS

In a media-saturated world

In addition to these traditional media, today we need to 
add everything related to the INTERNET and to SOCIAL 
NETWORKS

Social networks are sites or spaces in the Internet with a 
series of technological tools that are simple to use and the 
allow the creation of communities of users that establish 
dynamic exchanges for a variety of motives:

For example, sharing and exchanging information in 
different media. 
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FACTORS

In a media-saturated world.  SOCIAL NETWORKS
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FACTORS

In a media-saturated world. SOCIAL NETWORKS
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FACTORS

In a media-saturated world. SOCIAL NETWORKS
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FACTORS

In a media-saturated world. SOCIAL NETWORKS
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CHALLENGES

These factors are generating significant demands on 
Electoral Organisms, to undertake new challenges to 
accelerate the presentation of results, within the different 
phases of the electoral process. It seems that the next 
phase to be systematized is the voting mechanism itself. 

We are talking about Electoronic Voting, which some 
countries are already using, while others are either 
carrying out pilot projects or are still in the planning phase. 
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CHALLENGES

Electronic Voting

Unlike traditional paper-based voting, electronic voting refers to a 
process in which the elector use an electronic medium (such as a
computer) in order to emit his vote.  The vote is recorded, stored 
and processed by a computer. 

The expession “electronic voting” refers to the emission of voting 
through electronic instruments (electronic polls or computers), 
although it is normal that this expression would encompass all 
processes that make the exercise of the vote possible: the vote-
count, the registry of the voter identities, vote recounts as well as 
the transmission of results and the assignment of electoral offices.
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CHALLENGES

Electronic voting

Voto Electrónico

Votantes Votante
Vehículos

       Votantes                              Traslado               Centros de Votación            Presentación de Resultados

Medios de Comunicación 
Tradicionales y Redes Sociales
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Voters Transport Voting Centers Presentation of Results



FUTURE

Demands to systematize the different phases of the 
electoral process and the acceleration of technological 
advances will definitely continue to generate pressure for 
changes in traditional electoral processes. 

Electoral processes are not far off from a situation in 
which, continually applying more technology to the point 
that a “virtual” form of electronic voting is achieved which 
could be visualized in the following way:
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FUTURE

Virtual Electronic Voting

INTERNET/MÓVILES

       Votantes                                                                   Presentación de Resultados

INTERNET/MÓVILES
VOTO DESDE

CASA
OFICINA

CENTRO DE ESTUDIO
ÁREA RURAL (Centros de Internet)

Medios de Comunicación 
Tradicionales y Redes Sociales
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Voters Presentation of Results

INTERNET/MOBILE DEVICES
VOTING FROM

HOMES
OFFICES
SCHOOLS

RURAL AREAS (Internet Centers)

Traditional Media Outlets and Social 
Networks



To summarize, the importance of systematizing voting, in a 
contemporary situation of growing and intense electoral 
competition and in a media-saturated world, which 
generates demands and expectations of access to real-time 
information, aims to generate modern and reliable 
electoral processes that guarantee the speed and 
exactitude of results presentation. 
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